WALTER R. SMITH
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria
80 VARIETIES OF TROPICAL AND COLDWATER FISH USUALLY IN STOCK

1,000 Gauge Polycarbonate Sheet. Ideal for Garden Ponds. £1 per running yard, 12 ft. wide, including P. & P.

DISTRIBUTOR OF—
- McLYNN’S FISH FOOD
- ES-ES PRODUCTS
- ELECTRICAL AND GENERAL
- WATER LIFE, AQUARIST AND DITCHFIELD’S BOOKLETS
- REJECTORS, SEDJETS, AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
- PROCERER AND FAIRY PUMPS
- CONSTAT THERMOSTATS
- AQUAFERN AND COLDFERN PRODUCTS
- HYFLO PRODUCTS
- LIVERINE PRODUCTS
- STOKES FOUNTAINS
- WINDMILL PRODUCTS
- ROCK, GRAVEL, AND STRATA ROCK WORK
- STUDENTS’ MICROSCOPES
- ALL FEEDING AND AERATING APPLIENCES
- MERCURY, SPIRIT AND DUMPY THERMOMETERS
- STUART TURNER WATER PUMPS
- ZOBERKO PUMPS
- VI-FIT FISH FOOD
- BLACK MAGIC GLAZING COMPOUND
- GLASTICON ‘90’ AQUARIUM SEALER

Angle Iron Aquariums, Frames and Stands a speciality
Dispatched in crates charged at 30/- each, returnable half carriage paid. Odd sizes made to order, painted any colour, guaranteed square and free from welds.
Stoves enamelled Corner Bows, Bow Fronts and Wrought Iron Units.

Send S.A.E. for 20 Page Price List

WALTER R. SMITH
39 Tib Street and 16 Whittle Street
Manchester 4
Telephone: Deangate 2561 and 2560

YOU ARE INVITED TO SEE AN
EXHIBITION
OF TROPICAL FISH
IN OUR NEW M & R. AQUARIUM

Over 100 varieties on show and for sale. We are direct importers of tropical fish. We stock Marine Tropicals. Fish for personal shoppers only. Club visits by appointment.

M & R.
460 PAISLEY ROAD WEST, GLASGOW S.W.3
Telephone: EOB 3258
Open Sundays 11 a.m.—2 p.m.

ARTHUR DERHAM
Professional Aquarist and Fish Food Manufacturer
23 QUEEN'S AVENUE, WATFORD, HERTS.
PHONE: WATFORD 21708

First man to start a Tropical Fish Farm in England. First to import Tropicals for Air.
66 Years in the Fancy.

Renews Luck, 2/- post paid. Amusing but Authentic by A.D. Garden Pools, Construction, Stocking, and Maintenance, 2/- post paid. Always, and as over the premier, dried fish food in the world. ‘ELITE’ Tropical, (no biscuit whatever) 2/- and 4/6 per tin. The luster 4 times the quantity of 2/- size. Post paid from here. Our new Blue Label Coarse Fish Food for coldwater fishes, 2/6 per large tin, also post paid.

“Retailers ALWAYS apply to their wholesaler for this remarkable, and ‘so much demanded’ food”
"LIQUIFRY"
THE FIRST FOOD (IN LIQUID FORM) FOR BABY FISHES

The World's most recommended fry food.

This photograph shows Miss Helena Hong with the banner and cup awarded to the Liquifry Company Ltd. at the 3rd Singapore Aquarium's Show.

"LIQUIFRY" No. 1 (red tube) for egglayer fry produces natural infusoria in the minimum possible time.

"LIQUIFRY" No. 2 (green tube) ideal for young frybearers.

Price 2s. 6d. per tube.

"PLEASURE"
The Super Food for all Aquarium Fishes

Packed in handy plastic drums price 1s. 9d.
Please send stamped addressed envelope (5d. stamp) for Free Sample.
"YOUR FISH WILL THRIVE ON PLEASURE"

"LIQUITOX"
The proven specific treatment for FUNGUS and FINROT

Colourless — effective — does not harm the plants.

Standard size 1s. 9d. per carton of 2 capsules.
Breeder pack 6s. 9d. for 12 capsules.

Each capsule will treat 4 gallons of aquarium water.

LIQUIFRY QUALITY PRODUCTS are available through your dealer or post free from
THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD., CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY

August, 1962.
THE GOLDFISH BOWL
Proprietor: MAX GIBBS
9 EAST AVENUE, COWLEY ROAD, OXFORD
Telephone: OXFORD 41825

Below is a list of high quality and reasonably priced fish which may be ordered by post with every confidence. 100% live delivery guaranteed, all stock thoroughly quarantined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Swordtails</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Swordtails</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Swordtails</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H asyma Barbs</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boscidae Cichlids</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye Dred Red Fighters</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Breed Red Fighters (females)</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluegill Cichlids</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Shank</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze Cichlids</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess Barbs</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ußmouth Cichlids</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbon Angelus</td>
<td>7s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Eye Tetra</td>
<td>2s. 9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild New Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlequin</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Finned Barbs</td>
<td>(now and large)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knight Goby</td>
<td>9s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinner Eel</td>
<td>10s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostrachenis (large and attractive)</td>
<td>12s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sharks</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Barbs</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldine Grassmans</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Angels</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Angles</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital Angles</td>
<td>5s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line Veil Angles</td>
<td>6s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Angels</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nastasia Anomalus</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salmon Dace</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloodline</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swordtail Chatsams</td>
<td>2s. 9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencilbear</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Widows</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly Cichlids</td>
<td>(Aplys, Ramirezi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollonc Rainiouse</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebra Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flame Fish</td>
<td>2s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berlin Swordtails</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysian Cichlids</td>
<td>5s. 0d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finpand Barbers</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taw Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Pansy, good</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian Moisturizer</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise Fish</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra Large Cardinal Tetras</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Neon Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparkling Tetras</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis Gracians</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glooight Tetras</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebra Danios</td>
<td>2s. 9d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon Tetras</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeding Heart Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piran, Kelmis (large female)</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beccorn</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aqurine, Rainbow</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juli Cichlids</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spined Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niggar Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgian Flag Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild Romboul</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Reef Roseans</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked Cichlids</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl Danies</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Eye Red Sword</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenrectra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chepar Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cloud Minnows</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick Lipped Grassman</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Ray</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flying Fishes</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anomalous Pencils</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohlu Latche</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grense Tetras</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Reef Neon Tetra</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redline Rainfish</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wapeal Plauys</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gapnio</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Tetra (Ham)</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fum Fish</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenum Cichlids</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowerhorn Puffers</td>
<td>10s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Ansero</td>
<td>4s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciny Barbs</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenum Tetra, red</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Line Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Zerat Tetra</td>
<td>3s. 6d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AQUARIUM PLANTS

- Vallisneria Spiralis 6d.
- Vallisneria Torta 6d.
- Elodea Densa 5d.
- Sagittaria Lorea 6d.
- Sagittaria Nana 5d.
- Ambula 6d.
- Bacopa 6d.
- Apogonum 2s. 6d.
- Cryptocoryne 3s. 6d.
- Myriophylum 6d.
- Hair Grass 6d.
- Ludwigia Mig 6d.
- Hygrophila Pol 2s. 6d.
- Zebra Buss (nose) 2s. 6d.
- Giant Hygrophila 2s. 6d.
- Water Winteria 2s. 6d.

S.A.E. with all enquiries please. Add 1s. to fish orders to cover carriage, packing, and telegrams. Note your nearest mail station and your telephone number, if you have one, on your order. Carriage on all other items at costs. Postage 1s. 6d. extra on plants when ordered without fish.

Hours of Business:
- Weekdays: 9.30 a.m. — 1.00 p.m. 2.15 p.m. — 6.00 p.m. (8.00 p.m. closing Friday)
- Saturdays: 9.00 a.m. — 6.00 p.m.
For successful maintenance of Tropical or native off-shore marine life use the same salts as used at The Goldfish Bowl, Oxford.

“MARE” Sea Salts Mix

These salts are prepared by Zoologische Station, Busum, of Germany, where they have been manufactured and developed since 1919 under the continual direction of Sebastian Muller. After trying various brands of Sea Salt mixes recommended by dealers and fanciers on the Continent, we, at the Goldfish Bowl, came to the conclusion that the most satisfactory results were generally obtained when using “Mare” salts. According to the extent of the popularity of “Mare” salts on the Continent this would appear to be a sound conclusion.

“Mare” salt water requires much less frequent changing, or part changing, compared to other preparations tried.

“Mare” salts are simply mixed with tap water until the required density is obtained. After one hour the water is fit for use.

“Mare” salts are obtainable from the sole concessionaires for the British Isles, The Goldfish Bowl, East Avenue, Oxford, in their original packs, ensuring perfect condition.

50 litre size (approx. 12 gallons) 20s., plus carriage 2s. 6d.
100 litre size (approx. 25 gallons) 40s., plus carriage 4s. 6d.

Visit the New Marine Section of The Goldfish Bowl

The following Species of Tropical Marine Fish are in Stock at the time of going to press. Further species are due to arrive from Singapore, Hong Kong and Ceylon over the next few weeks.

- Striped (Thasopus jarrah) 7s. 6d.
- Blue Damselfish (Pomacentrus sp.) 25s. 0d.
- 3-Spot Damselfish (Dascyllus trimaculatus) 20s. 0d.
- Chocolate Clowns (Amphiprion sebae) medium 40s. 0d.
- Orange Clowns (Amphiprion poloensis) medium large 45s. 0d.
- Single Stripe Clowns (Amph. xanthurus) 30s. 0d.
- Blue Angel Fish (Pomacanthus semicirculatus) £2 0s.
- Black Surgeon Fish (Acanthurus Sp.) 45s. 0d.
- Butterfly Fish (Chaetodon sp.) 60s. 0d.
- Cowfish (Lactoria cornuta) £15 0s.
- Boxfish (Ostraciidae) 56s. 0d.
- Spotted Wrasse (Coris julis) 40s. 0d.
- Sea Bees (Platanus orbicularis) 6s. 0d.

Trade Supplied. Always a good selection of coral in stock... also exotic sea shells, sea fans, and sea plumes.

Coral Parcels 10s., 15s., 20s., 40s. each carriage paid

The Saltwater Aquarium in the Home by Robert Straughan £2 2s.

Undoubtedly the best book for the saltwater hobbyist.

S.A.E. with all enquiries please. Add 5d. in full order to cover carriage, packing, and telegram. Note your nearest marine station and your telephone number, if you have one, on your order. Carriage on all other items at cost. Postage 1s. 6d. extra on plants where ordered without fish.

Hours of Business: Weekdays 9.30 a.m. - 1.00 p.m. 2.15 p.m. - 6.00 p.m. (6.00 p.m. closing Friday) Saturdays 9.00 a.m. - 1.00 p.m. E.C. day Thursday

The Goldfish Bowl, 9 East Avenue, Cowley Road, Oxford
The
"SILENTA DE LUXE"

One of the most powerful pumps on the market. Internal filter prevents dust and impurities from entering aquarium. Built-in magnet giving tremendous power. No vibration; noiseless. Long flex with plug attached. Spare diaphragm. Six months written guarantee.

PRICE 55/ each

"HALAMID"
A certain cure for White Spot and Fungus. One wholesaler wrote: "It was only 'Halamid' that kept me out of trouble." Don't wait for diseases to ruin your aquarium—keep a supply handy. (A pinch every week stops algae from forming in the aquarium.)

PRICE 2/6 plus 6d Purchase Tax = 3/1 each

INFUSYL

Essential to all breeders. Simply drop a tablet into the aquarium and real infusoria is produced in about an hour. Not a substitute for infusoria, but the real thing!

PER VIAL
of TEN TABLETS 2/6

AQUARIUMSTOP
By applying a little 'Aquariumstop' to the outside of a tank, you can cure a leaky aquarium without having to empty the tank.

PRICE 2/6 each

IMPORTERS OF TROPICAL FISH AND AQUARIUM EQUIPMENT

HILLSIDE AQUATICS
44, WOODBERRY WAY, N. FINCHLEY, N.12
Telephone: Hillside 5430
Members of the Pet Trade Association Ltd.
This is the INTER-PET symbol
We are specialists in aquarium installations. All sizes and styles to customers' own specification carried out. We have many designs set up in our showrooms. Why not call and let us quote.

BOW-FRONTED AQUARIUMS

48in. x 16in. x 18in. bow-fronted aquarium with Breeding Tank complete.
48in. x 12in. x 18in. bow-fronted aquarium with Breeding Tank complete.

Available in penny brown, black 4 gold, and cream.

WITH PLAIN STAND

Jacket 15s. 6d. 15s. 2d. 20s. 2d.
Jacket 30s. 12s. 15s. 20s. 2d.

Complete with Stand and Hood (13in. to center of bow)

AERATORS & PISTON PUMPS

Stands

Heaters

Backing Papers

Remedies, etc.

Bowland White Spot

Crust (Not by post)

Fisher

Sea Salt

Bromine

White

20s.

21s. 6d.

21s. 6d.

1/4 lb.

2/4 lb.

4/4 lb.

1/4 lb.

Thermostats

Contour External

Contour New Imperial

Type OK

THERMOMETERS

Mercury

Glass

Plastic Ball

Stemless Thermometer

Stemless "Dipper"

Filters

"Window" Filter

Outside Filter

Inside Filter

Air Lift

"T-Bar" Outside Filter

"T-Bar" Inside Filter

"Killer King" Outside Filter

Bottom Filter

1/2" Glass Pipe

1/4" Glass Pipe

1/4" Rubber Pipe

3/8" Glass Pipe

Electrical Information

Aquariums

Electricity in your House

Electrical Dictionary of Tropical Fish

All prices include postage

FOODS

"Queensborough" Tropical Fish Food

Grindstones

Flakes

Fish Food

FISH FOODS

Bread

Wayside's Tast. Puts.

1/2 lb.

4/4 lb.

1/2 lb.

2/2 lb.

2/2 lb.

2/2 lb.

2/2 lb.
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Editorial

FROM time to time we are asked to suggest a list of suitable items to form the contents of a "medicine chest" for the fish house, such requests coming quite often from beginners with only two or three aquaria. Our first desire when a question of this sort is asked is to challenge the advice-seeker's attitude to aquarium-keeping, for to our way of thinking the question discloses a wrong approach. It is unfortunately true that the same wrong attitude to human health is all too prevalent today; a vast variety of drugs and preparations is urged upon us all for ourselves and our pets by advertising with the aim of "maintaining" or "promoting" health, as if this were some precarious state from which all living things are likely to deviate at any moment unless they are purged, fortified, cleansed or given "tonics" and are otherwise chemically dosed regularly. In a tragic way the results of an over-readiness to prescribe drugs have been disclosed only recently, in the example of thalidomide, and it is to be hoped that some new thoughts about this whole matter will be the result.

The healthy state is the normal and most frequently found condition in fishes and the properly managed aquarium. It should be a matter of regret for the aquarist if conditions are such that he is driven to use chemicals to right something that has gone wrong, for in most instances it will be mismanagement that is the cause, not a propensity of Nature to foster ill-health and death. To keep a stock of chemicals by one's aquaria is to be tempted to make use of them when some simple change of feeding or other technique may be all that is required. Obviously, treatment involving the use of chemicals may become necessary if recognisable disease breaks out, but the use of "preventives" is not to be recommended. Infectious disease is best avoided in the aquarium by the adoption of quarantine procedures for new fishes. Many aquarists are too ready to see disease where there is none, and they most of all should absolutely renounce the notion of a "medicine chest".
Electric Fishing on Trout Streams

by N. L. GOODLAND

We all know, of course, how the needs of housing, water, sewage, impinge more and more heavily on the English countryside. We country lovers are watchful of this—and it is right that we should be. We use all sorts of arguments and guile, to “preserve” it as best we can. But, in these arguments, we should be careful when we decree upon such matters as “changing the balance of Nature”.

Ever since man made a stone axe, or dug a pit for a subterranean tiger, his whole effort has been devoted to “changing the balance of Nature”. This is his main occupation and, indeed, his means of survival. Sometimes he does it for the worse, sometimes for the better. We surely realise that the English countryside as we know it to-day, with its woods and fields, its hedges and lakes and the appearance of its rivers, is in fact largely due to man’s success in effecting this change. If he had not interfered with the English scene, it would be unrecognisable.

The famous Hampshire rivers, the Test and the Itchen, are typical examples of man’s interference. Both their appearance, and their excellence as trout streams, are due to this cause. In the whole of these two valleys, it is possible to see what they were like long ago, possibly only at one place. This is at Longparish, where for about half a mile, the Test remains untouched from primaeval days. The cause is a high cliff on the left bank, which has made impossible the creation of such things as the traditional water meadows, with which the valley was not so long ago familiar. From the top of this high bank, one looks over acres of stream and reed bed—winding, gin-clear streams passing between reed and sedge, here in rippling shallows, there curving at right-angles through the sedge to join another branch. An area beloved of coots and duck and snipe, and also of the fat Hampshire trout which breed in its broad shallows. From the top of this bank, a most exciting place, one can see the trout lying, clearly visible in the crystal water, and one can also see the grayling.

Now the grayling is an interference with the balance of Nature indeed! It is an underprivileged member of the family to which salmon and trout belong. It was introduced to our two rivers from the Avon 100 years ago, and, like the grey squirrel, it has spread. It competes severely with the trout for the same food, and, given a chance, breeds prolifically. There is no doubt that without control, the trout would suffer the same fate as our beautiful red squirrel, now rarely seen in the county where, when I was a boy, it was so widespread.

Grayling are not, of course, the only fish that have to be controlled if the game fishes—salmon, trout, sea trout, are to thrive. All coarse fish competing for food—chub, roach, dace, carp, eel and so forth, must be controlled, as must that voracious freshwater shark, the pike, which actually...
preys on other fishes—including the trout. Pike do not necessarily, as some suppose, subsist upon weak or sickly fishes and thus act as scavengers of the river. This is true only up to a point. Pike are intelligent. If they can seize a good trout, they will. They will certainly snap up the sickly fish no longer vital enough to outwit them—but they also pick out the best of the trout they can, and hunt and secure it if they can. Any observant water-keeper will confirm this fact.

Where pike are allowed to breed unchecked, the river can become practically denuded of all other fish life, and the pike themselves reduced to preying upon each other. It is due to the "interference" of man since John William James, who has spear and wire the pike, and caught the eels, and controlled competing fishes, that the trout, and the salmon who spawn in these rivers, are present in the numbers and quality that to-day make the Hampshire Test and the Itchen the Mecca of all trout fishermen. No one pretends that the "balance of Nature" is not here interfered with by man—it is; quite deliberately. Coarse fishes are removed wherever the opportunity presents itself, the result can hardly be described as other than beneficial.

In cooperation with the Hampshire River Board, fishery owners and the Test and Itchen Fishing Association have spent fantastic sums to make these rivers internationally famous as trout streams, as they have been for many years and as they are to-day. The River Board co-operates for the simple reason that the activities of fishery owners in maintaining such valuable trout streams go a long way towards covering the huge expense of maintenance and control of these rivers, which would otherwise be the responsibility of the nation. The man-made streams of this valley, wherever designed for fishing or irrigation, run slightly above the level of surrounding farm land at normal flow—so one can see what a considerable call on the national resources there would be if we had to conduct it ourselves.

Removal of coarse fishes is but one small field of man's interference with the "balance of Nature", as this hint given of the maintenance of these two rivers implies. But even so—it is a beneficial operation to the public in other respects. It is the enormous cost of maintenance, and rarely the fishery owner's eye to profit, which places the renting of a rod on these trout streams beyond the pocket of the ordinary man. But, almost in step with the work proceeding on these two famous rivers, coarse fishing waters have been and are being developed that are within the reach of the city dweller who enjoys the supreme relaxation of angling. These waters are stocked with the coarse fishes removed from the game-fishing rivers. Nothing is wasted, therefore, and nothing destroyed.

However, the process of coarse fish removal from the Test and the Itchen has not remained static. Netting is, of course, still widely practiced, but you don't have to be an angler to realize that netting cannot always be effective, in areas where there are obstructions such as weed, wide shallows, stretches that are alternately deep and shallow. A rather novel method of coarse fishing has therefore been evolved, which, properly handled, is extremely efficient. This is the electric fishing apparatus, which attracts or stuns the fishes, thus enabling the game fishes to be left, and the coarse fishes to be lifted out. Like any new method, it has had its difficulties in the past, but it seems certain these have been overcome. In skilled hands, the procedure no longer damages or "stuns" the fishes, game or coarse, as it was once suspected that it did.

Electrical fishing outfits can use A.C. or D.C. current. They are used up and down the country by River Boards and fishing associations. The A.C. current has a "stun-ning" effect; the D.C. attracts the fishes to the positive pole, causing the minimum of momentary inconvenience, and for this reason the Test and Itchen Fishing Association prefers the use of the D.C. current. Their headquarters is at Suttles' Mill, Romsey; a famous salmon- leap just above Broadlands, the home of Admiral of the Fleet Lord Louis Mountbatten of Burma. The outfit is easily described. It consists of a Land Rover, which carries the portable engine to drive the generator, and various other small items of equipment. A light trailer is attached, to carry the 12 ft. flat-bottomed boat, the electrodes, the landing nets and the bin to receive the coarse fishes.

At the scene of operations, the procedure is as follows. The flat-bottomed boat is manoeuvred into the water. The petrol engine is unloaded from the Land Rover and carefully lowered into the boat. The negative pole of the apparatus is a strip of copper encircling the boat, and into this a lead is plugged. The positive electrodes are two 8 ft. poles, terminating in a round wire frame rather like a tennis racquet. These are attached to three appropriate joints, and connected to the engine by a rubber-covered flex. The two landing nets are again on the end of 8 ft. poles. A drum of half full of water is used to hold the catch temporarily. Two men climb into the boat, one forward and one aft of the engine, to handle the electrodes, and two more join them to handle the landing nets. There is not a great deal
of room, therefore, and the buoyancy tanks fitted along the sides of the boat are indeed necessary!

The engine is started up—with the result that no one can hear a word anyone else says, so that the team controlling the boat must know what is required. These “rope holders” may consist of interested onlookers, or professional water-keepers who sometimes actually wade in the stream. They stand on or near each bank, and by means of the ropes, drift the boat broadsides downstream, and zig-zag it at the same time from bank to bank. This is done slowly and carefully, all the way down the beat, to be sure the area is thoroughly covered.

The “catchers” swing their electrodes backwards and forwards in the water, carefully searching each likely point. The two netters let coarse fishers attracted to the electrodes, and pop them in the bin. Game fishers are pushed gently aside to ensure that they do not get too frequent doses of electricity.

Bailiffs, or River-Board men from the coarse fishing waters, will be present, and organised to carry the catch away. They do this by means of oxygenated tanks on lorries or other transport. They do not keep the fish in these tanks longer than necessary, so, as the team takes them out of the water, the coarse fishers are held in “keep-boxes” until the actual moment of moving off. These keep-boxes are slatted wooden cages lowered into the river, and have a sharp bow so that they can be towed to follow the fishing team as required.

I well remember the day I acted as “rope-holder”. Mr. Raymond Baring, Secretary of the Test and Fisheries Fishing Association, and his son were the two catchers, and his bailiff, Reginald Wells, and another keeper were the “netters”. His second bailiff, Joe Sullivan, was on my side of the bank, helping to direct operations. Owing to the noise of the engine, and the fact that Mr. Sullivan’s accent is not quite the same as mine, I could not grasp what he had to say. He placed his mouth against my ear and shouted “Pull!” I did. The men in the boat lurched suddenly, and seemed annoyed. The rope holders on the other side were pulling as well. Mr. Baring’s polarised lenses were directed towards me, but behind them was the patient expression of a man who had experienced this before.

I slack off. My opposite number did the same. The boat stood resignedly, silhouetted against the water rather like immensely superior and dignified storks. Then, using commendable initiative, I got my pull in first, and the zig-zag course from one bank to the other was successfully launched.

Let no one suppose that the rope-holder’s job is a simple one. This zig-zagging business requires—intelligence. An instinctive understanding with your opposite number on the other bank is required as to where the “zig” should finish, and the “zag” begin. Your post cannot be deserted, be it faced with quagmires, brambles, ditches, or nasty-looking cattle. Before you come to each waterside tree or bush, foresight is required. You work out your plan of how to get the rope round them long before you get there.

You must be firm about this. Others will offer to help you round—but they will confuse matters, because they will have a better plan. If you get scratched or torn, or have to step into the water up over your waders or boots—never mind. You must keep manfully on. The boat must be kept upon its zig-zagging course. After the first hour, you will begin to look round to see if anyone else would like to be a rope-holder. Only the greenest of the green will be able to hear you if you make any such suggestion.

The fishermen have their problems, too. It looks an easy, leisurely task, holding the electrodes in the water, sweeping them across the stream so that every point is covered. But the river quietly and persistently registers its resentment against the obstruction, however mild, you are causing. The gentle pull on the bait-like wire frame at the end goes on and on. Your muscles tire—but you must
not lift out to relieve the aching strain for fear of losing your catch. And you must be constantly manoeuvring to avoid too much current playing upon the trout.

On this particular occasion we were on Mr. Dodson's beat on the Itchen, and just before we reached the bridge carrying the Winchester by-pass, a cry of "Pike!" went up from the opposite bank. Mr. Baring shouted to be pulled back. Joe called "Pull up!" Reggie bawled "Pull down!" Young Mr. Baring shouted "My way!" and excited friends and relations who had turned up to follow the fun pointed in all sorts of directions, calling "There he is!" But at last, Reggie Wells made an inspired sweep with his big net, and in less than no time Mr. Pike, with his nasty, vicious jaws, was safely deposited in the bin.

Serious as the intent of the operation may be, therefore, it is regarded as a sport in itself, and never lacks its host of followers and admirers. However, as before mentioned, the excellence of these two trout streams is not achieved merely by the removal of coarse fish. Weed and silt have to be controlled, for trout thrive in clear water. For this reason, after removal of coarse fish, the River-Board's paddle-boats are frequently employed. This boat has cutting blades a yard and a half long, which can be adjusted according to the depth of the stream. The paddles are driven by a petrol engine. They not only propel the boat and steer it, but they are an extremely effective means of bringing silt into suspension, and thus sending it on downstream. After this, boats are remoted, and the usual keepers go on all the year through; maintenance of banks, bridges, hatches, formidable expense after the immense damage caused so often by winter flooding.

Such is but a glimpse of some of the amount of intercourse with the balance of Nature that goes upon such valuable waters as the Hampshire Itchen and Test. When you are next learning one of our bridges, and you can see from 30 yards away, even though it be 4 ft. down in the water, and you are enjoying the infinite variety of greens which make up the tapestry of our lovely valleys, you may reflect that without this intercourse there would be no typical Hampshire scene as you are enjoying it. There would be a desolation of weed and tangle and reed-banks and swamps, perhaps without foundation for a road such as you have traversed to get to the scene, or the bridge upon which you lean to enjoy it.

Mr. James Robertson Justice is one well-known trout fishermen who fishes the Itchen waters

Herpetological Queries answered by ROBERT BUSTARD

Please send me some information on how to keep the Reeves' terrapin (Chelydra serpentina). This species, which is very hardy and common in parts of China and Japan, is strongly recommended. Before the war it was regularly imported and is only within the last few years that it has again been seen in this country. It is largely aquatic and seldom exceeds a shell length of 6 in. The head is streaked with bright yellow and the olive-brown to black carapace is interspersed with white lines. In the vivarium Reeves' terrapin can be treated like the nearly European species such as the European terrapin (Emys orbicularis). If kept indoors the aquarium should receive plenty of sunlight, or artificial light placed just above to provide bright light and also warmth. The water should have a depth of at least 4 in. for a baby (2 in.), 6 to 8 ft. for an adult. It is important that the tank be kept clean as unclean food will kill the water and terrapins are susceptible to eye ailments from dirty conditions. The best food is earthworms, but small pieces of raw meat or raw fish are also suitable although they are more expensive as they break into small fragments. In season tadpoles may also be given. Small specimens may nibble vegetable matter such as the aquatic plants, or lettuce leaves can be floated on the water surface from time to time. Vegetable food and sunlight are valuable in avoiding ticks as baby tortoises and terrapins need much calcium for shell (bone) growth. In warmer weather the aquarium can be placed out of doors or larger specimens (3 ft. upwards) are safe in a garden pond, where they should be treated as recommended for the European terrapin (see the Outdoor Reptilian article in the June issue).

In reply to your query, the British Journal of Herpetology is published twice yearly by the British Herpetological Society. Membership of this Society is open to all those interested in reptiles and amphibians. Members can obtain advice and use the library. Postal library facilities are available to members who, like myself, live well out of London. In addition there is a flourishing London group who hold regular meetings. Membership for country members, which includes the Journal, is 15s. per annum. The Journal contains articles and original contributions on all aspects of herpetology, although special attention is given to our native fauna and that of Western Europe. Recent herpetological book reviews are also valuable. Enquiries regarding membership of the Journal should be addressed to the Secretary, British Herpetological Society, c/o Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park, London, N.W.1.
YOU may ask what this has to do with fish-keeping. I would reply in all seriousness that gardening should have a lot to do with the subject, and I would further venture to suggest that very few of us even regard the subject in any light whatsoever.

We tend to make a lot of mistakes and omissions when dealing with plants, and treat them very badly indeed. I hope to correct some of these faults in this article.

Let us go shopping for just a while. We have found a shop or some other source of supply of aquatic plants. We make our selection, consider the price and make our purchase. While our money is being handed over, the shopkeeper is dealing with the purchase. Take your choice and what do you get? Brown paper, newspaper, greaseproof paper, or any old paper.

We may then go straight home or visit other shops. Eventually at home we put our plants on one side, if not busy to deal with them immediately. If able to handle them right away, we find the aquarium for which they are destined, and with the aid of our fingers or planting sticks, make a hole in the compost and plant them. Didn't take long, did it?

When purchasing fishes, do we fail to take some sort of container? Be it a jam jar, sweet jar, vacuum flask or polythene bag, at least some form of container is taken. If we are surprised when out, by seeing a fish we would like, it is more than certain that the shopkeeper will obligate with a container.

We would never dream of taking home our fishes in newspaper, greaseproof or some other form of paper, would we? So why do we take our plants home in that fashion? Fishes and plants are both true aquatic subjects, and why we should differentiate between the two is beyond me.

You may now ask, what difference does this make. The answer is very simple one to test. When purchasing plants again, divide your purchase into two. Take one lot home in the way you have been accustomed and take the other portion home in a container with water. Plant both and mark where each lot is sited. In a very short space of time the plants brought home in water look infinitely better than the others.

What does the gardener do? He digs, prepares his soil, feeds the seed, prunes and roots the harvest. Do you dig in your aquarium? There is no need to. Do you prepare your soil? Probably not, but you should. Do you fertilise your soil? Again, you probably do not. Nor do you prune nor do you reap a proper harvest.

Consider the beautiful gardens in some of our show places and stately homes. Compare these gardens with the backyards sometimes found in industrial areas. In both you find trees, bushes and some with flowers. But the backyard flowers leave very much to be desired. Yet they come from bulbs, shoots and bedding plants. Then why the difference?

The difference is in the soil preparation and fertilisation.

Consider the show tanks to be found in open-shoe furnished-aquaria classes, and compare them with some of yours. The show exhibits are in the main magnificent, and some of our home tanks are just plain miserable. The contrast is as great as between the stately homes and the backyard.

When choosing your aquatic plants pay regard to the rootwork. Choose your white rooted plant as first preference; if it is brown, it may be root or slum grown. It may be grey and even black. Discard these two last-mentioned types. I would prefer a 2-inch plant with white roots to a 6-inch grey or black. Your soil preparation is simple. Get the right type of compost, i.e. deep-sea washed sea sand of 1 or 2 in. grain. Wash it until it is clean and the soil is ready.

The next point is fertilisation. A gardener's shopping list might include such items as stable manure, hop manure, bone meal, weed killers, hormones, and other chemical products to promote growth. The aquarist should not concern himself with any of these, except, of course, if he is a gardener as well.

Here you might say to me, wait just a moment. You mentioned weedkillers. Why can't we use weedkillers? I wish I knew that answer, as it would save a lot of worry with our algae, green, blue and brown, and blanket weed.

On the question of pruning, there is not a lot to say. You should, however, prune where necessary. Firstly discard your old leaf growth as soon as it is evident that it has had its day. Also prune some of your new growth when the plants have been purchased and before planting. Consider the plant which has a runner on which there is another plant. Usually we just nip the runner in two, making two separate units, each of one plant with a piece of runner. Rather make three units, two separate units of one plant each and the whole runner, which should, of course, be discarded. An odd question at this point. Do you cut your nails with scissors or do you file them? Scissors cutting makes for heavier growth. Heavier growth usually implies a coarser growth. Therefore I suggest that instead of cutting a runner with metal, just snip it with your fingers. Do you still disbelieve that there might be a difference? If so, make the test for yourself.

Our gardening publications give much space to the positioning of plants. Do we pay any regard to where the plant should go in our aquarium? No, we have no regard for this. Consider the light factor, be it natural or artificial light. Consider those plants which require some shade or a lot of shade, as well as those which like plenty of light.

Instead of being envious of other aquarists who have good plants, let us now give consideration to suggestions that can put you in the front rank of the plant growers.

Firstly choose your water carefully. Take them home in the manner which I prescribe. Now take a little time for examination. You have purchased plants but what else have you got? Small spawn and other objects which you can well do without. Cleanse your plants in a mild solution of potassium permanganate for a short while only. Hand-snip the leaves between thumb and first finger. Wash them in clear water and they are ready to be used. If you cannot deal with them in this way then put them in water until you can.

Have you a spare aquarium? Then I suggest you use it in the same way as you would use it for keeping fish in, but leave out the fish. Make it simply a plant tank. Reflect a little on the shade to the tank. The number of incorrect shades one finds is infinite. Most of them are one-bulb shades, and most of them have laying bulb fixtures instead of hanging fixtures. If you have to purchase a new shade, give merit to the two-bulb shade wherever possible. This will give you light as well as shaded places.

Now plant your plants with regard to light and shade.
If weighting is necessary, rather use cotton and small amount of lead.

We wish to purchase an electric bulb. We know our voltage as well as the wattage. Is that all you may ask? No, if I am not. There are many types of bulbs, which makes a very fair permission. You have a choice of cheap or pearl, single coil, double coil, tungsten coil, gas-filled or vacuum-filled, an inside-coated bulb and a photographer's bulb. These deals with the usual hanging type of bulb. In addition you have the everyday shape or the new flat tops. In addition, we have strip light, neon and fluorescent bulbs. Having examined all these types, I can only give you my preference.

Clear or pearl? My choice is pearl for its diffused light and lack of glare that is found in the clear.

Which is the inside-coated bulb? How much difference in expense is involved. Tungsten is, of course, the dearer, but the filament gives you good plant growth. Double coil gives you a longer life to your coil.

Gas or vacuum filled? I prefer the gas-filled. When the bulb is used, the gas-filled does not break up into the tank as readily as the vacuum filled.

Inside-coated or photographer's bulb? The latter is usually a much finer glass and does not stand up to water splashed as well as a normal bulb. The coated bulb usually sheds a fine powder into the tank when it does break, which, however, is not harmful but can be unsightly.

To sum up: pearl, double or tungsten coil and gas-filled. If you insist on strip, neon or fluorescent, you will find that the initial cost is heavier owing to the special fittings required.

The positioning of some plants can also be important. How often you have seen a good specimen of Cryptocoryne in an aquarium, and after having purchased it and planted it, not looked back at it again during your stay? It is possible that it has suddenly become somewhat bedraggled or even that the shopkeeper may have wrapped up the wrong plant? With this type of plant you should have fixed in your mind's eye the position of its roots in the bottom of the tank, which it was when you first saw it in its home aquarium. This helps you to watch your aquarium when you plant it at home. You may not know that a Cryptocoryne has the facility of turning and twisting its leaves so that it gets the light of everything. If its positioning is altered on trans-planting, you will find that the plant is using every means possible to get itself into the right position again, and looks dreadfully doing it. Help it in the way that I suggest.

Further use can be made of small pots, of china or glass, as planting pots. Old cups are favourites with me. With pots a plant can be easily positioned and moved from tank to tank quite readily. Unlike terrestrial plants, they do not need to get pos-hone. One of my favourite types of pots are the plastic containers used by the firm who give Nescafe away in sample pots ready for drinking. These are always scrambled after use and may be found at reasonable prices.

Now we come to the matter of fertilisation. There are two forms in which to do this: the natural way and the artificial way.

We will examine the former, which is really quite simple. You will probably have noticed that small tadpoles collect round the bases of some plants? This happens even when the top surface of the compost is quite level. This appears to be due to the fact that some plants tend to attract small micro-organisms towards them. The accent is on "some" plants, and refers as these plants which have a greater ability to seed. More on this latter.

If you feel that a certain plant requires that little bit extra in the way of nourishment in the form of mulm, just draw a circle with your forefinger in the compost around the particular plant that you have in mind, and thereby make a small circular indentation around the plant. This will give the plant that much extra space and form a trough of food for it.

To go back to the "some" plants. This will not work for each plant. Plants have the facility of breathing and taking in minute forms of life ever present in water. Naturally some plants breathe in a greater capacity than others. Among the heavy breathers we find the Vallisneria and Sagittaria, and the slow breathers embrace such plants as Cryptocoryne.

The artificial way that I mentioned is by means of other forms of food. I prefer to use just two methods: meat and manure. Quite often, and when it is available, I cut a very small piece of raw liver, and good this down into the compost near to the plant that I wish particularly to nourish. The piece should not be larger than the garden pea. In a very short space of time the liver will have been assimilated and is not to be found. It has been taken into the plant. What type of liver, you may ask. It must be raw and I rate them in this preference: first, chicken or poultry (but not game), then calf, sheep and lastly pig. Or liver is a trifle too coarse for my taste.

For artificial manure, I always use the rabbit pellet. Not from a wild rabbit, however, but from a butch rabbit. The pellet must be washed under a tap, to take off some of the chemical content, and some of the scraps of straw and bran. The average pellet should be cut in two and one half is sufficient for each plant. Feed this towards the root and leave it there. It will send up a fine cloud, similar to an Infusoria cloud, when it enters the water, but the matter being heavy in content, soon settles.

Both liver and pellets can be used in an aquarium with fishes and do no harm, and are also eminently suitable for plant aquaria with no fishes. If you do not care to use the two means to nourish your plants in an aquarium in which there are no fishes, then you can use the mudm which you dip off from tanks in which there are fishes.

In your fish-free tank, it is recommended that you also exclude snails, with the exception of the Malaysian live-bearer, which performs very useful work as it burrows around under the compost and prevents it packing.

You should restrict your light to a large extent, so as not to discourage algae, but here again I find a very useful tip, which you may have in your pockets. Take a penny, but not one older than Edward VII. Edward VII and Queen Victoria pennies do the job for you. Punch a hole into the coin and suspend it with a piece of nylon thread, so that the bottom edge of the coin is not quite resting on the compost. Tape the free end to the tank with a piece of adhesive cellulose tape and leave it. A simple form of copper sulphate will come off the coin and fight the algae for you. One word of warning. If you have not got a penny, do not use two halfpennies. This has been tried and found fatal.

Even a dead fish, provided that it is not too large, will fertilise plants. The flesh will go to the plant and the skeleton is, after all, nothing more than a crude form of bonemeal.

If you have your old copies of The Aquarist, I would recommend you to look at the February, 1949 issue. This contains drawings and explanations for an aquarium cover, one that completely fills the requirements that I have mentioned for covers, and I can do nothing but strongly recommend it.
Long-legged Iguanas

by ROBERT BUSTARD, B.Sc.

The long-legged iguanas of the genus Polychrus are fascinating lizards which are at home among the vegetation in the forests of tropical South America. When one thinks of lizards adapted to an arboreal existence the chameleon group springs to mind at once, and it is interesting to see how in some ways the long-legged iguanas have independently achieved many of the chameleons’ advantages. They are beautifully camouflaged, as the photographs of my specimens (of the closely related species Tropidurus granti) show. It is not hard to imagine them among the tropical lianas being mistaken for a vine stem or piece of dead bark.

Camouflage

Their camouflage, like that of the chameleons, is composed of three principles, colour, form and behaviour. The colour is camouflaging in itself and, although they do not have the chameleons’ propensity for colour change, they possess a colour scheme that blends well with their surroundings. My specimens were a drab grey-brown with some darker shadings. Many of these lizards are said to have a greenish suffusion. The form of the animal is such as to aid its concealment. It looks stick-like.

A part of the animal which is often difficult to disguise and which tends to give it away are the eyes. Many animals use stripes passing across the region of the eye to break it up and so disguise it, and the photographs show that these lizards are no exception. But the photographs also show that the long-legged iguanas, like the true chameleons, have covered all the eye with skin with the exception of a tiny opening directly over the pupil. The two eyelids have fused together and are covered by scales, making the eye most difficult to discern. Lastly, the behaviour, as in the chameleons, helps in their camouflage. These lizards normally move slowly and spend many hours at a time absolutely motionless. They have an advantage over the slow-moving chameleon, which only has to be seen to be caught, because they can move rapidly when necessary. They are excellent jumpers and, like some arboreal mammals, they use the tail for balance. They cling on to branches with the hind legs with the head and body thrust out in front and balanced by the extremely long tail behind. The value of the hind legs is seen when they jump—by a sudden extension of the legs like frogs—from branch to branch.

The long-legged iguanas live well in the vivarium. They are docile creatures, in my experience, and allow themselves to be handled without resistance. In taking the accompanying photographs I had to exercise great patience to get them to assume natural positions, because they did not move when I placed them on the branch but remained exactly as I had set them. A long time passed before they took up the natural positions illustrated.

Vivarium Conditions

The long-legged iguanas, being arboreal lizards, require a vivarium similar to that provided for chameleons. They seldom descend to the ground. My specimens were provided with a water dish but the vegetation was also...
The Snake Plant

(Sansevieria trifasciata laurentii)

by BARRY R. JAMES

The long tail and inconspicuous eye are features to note about the long-legged iguana.

light and dark green, with a yellow band running along
each side of the leaf.

The plant may attain a height of 4 feet under ideal
conditions but is normally seen at around 18 inches, with
the leaves some 2 inches wide, although this may seem to
be less as the edges of the leaves tend to curl slightly
towards the centre.

One should resist the temptation of being too kind to
these plants. Watering in winter should be reduced to an
absolute minimum, as overwatering will cause the leaves to
drop at the base. In the summer months one or soon is
sufficient as a rule, the liquid fertiliser being administered
at the same time. Sanseveria seem to do best when
slightly pot-bound and stand up well to low humidity,
bright light and general neglect.

Propagation is simple as the plant produces offsets, which
grow quite quickly and may overtake the parent plant in
time. Leaf cuttings may be taken at any time but need a
high temperature to take properly. Leaf cuttings are also
unsatisfactory because the resulting plants do not possess
the yellow bands down either side of the leaf. When
mature and well-established snake plants bloom annually.
The flowers open at night and have an attractive scent.

These plants need a heavy compost, a suitable mixture
being: 2 parts of loam, 1 part of leaf-mould, 1 part of sand.
As with other house-plants, re-potting should only be
practised on healthy plants and then at the commencement
of the growing season.
In all respects the moor resembles the veiltail except that it is quite black and has telescopic eyes. This fish is invariably advertised as the black moor, but mention of the colour is quite superfluous as all moors are black and any fish of any other colour would not be a moor. Since the publication of the standards for the moor it has been decided that a fantail moor is now to be recognised.

The veiltail moor must have a very deep body with the divided flowing tail or caudal fin of the veiltail. The ends of this fin should not be forked but should hang almost straight at the bottom. The dorsal fin is held high and is very large. The other fins should be well developed to conform to the general pattern. The anal fins must be paired and a fish with a single anal fin should be disqualified. The distinguishing feature of this fish is its colour. This should be a dull, matt black with no traces of bronze. The fins, so very black in some good quality fish is outstanding but any definite bronzing will lose many points for the fish at a show. The eyes must be telescopic, standing out well from the head. The corners should be quite clear and the eyes should protrude equally. The nasal flaps are usually well developed in this type of fish.

The fantail moor conforms mainly to the form of the fantail except that it is all black and has telescopic eyes. A short, full body is required and the tail is divided. The ends of the tail, however, are well forked and this is a distinction from the veiltail, where the ends must not be forked. The colour should again be a dull, matt black with no signs of bronzing.

The moor is suitable for a furnished tank but is not a very good specimen for the open pond. In the first place it will not show up very well except in very clear water and the protruding eyes would be rather liable to be damaged if any sharp rocks were in the pond, or they could be harmed in a concrete pond when spawning is taking place.

The flowing fins of the veiltail moor would also be liable to damage in a pond during a severe winter. It is sometimes thought that if the moor is kept in too-warm water there is a strong tendency for black colour to turn to

---

Moor goldfish seen from above and (right) the characteristic appearance of telescopic eyes and nasal fins of fancy goldfish (from the Federation of British Aquatic Societies "Show Standards")

---

continued on facing page
Aphyosemion calliurum

by L. COLLINS

We read that the breeding of egg-laying toothed carps is as simple as the breeding of guppies. This, of course, is not true, but with the co-operation of the fish, and on being familiar with a few necessary details, it is nevertheless quite simple to breed Aphyosemion calliurum, as will be seen from the following account.

11th April. Bought a pair of 2 in. fish and placed them in a tank 2 ft. by 1 ft. by 1 ft. in. The water in the tank had been drawn from the tap 3 weeks before and contained no additions such as peat or rain water; the depth was 6 inches and temperature was maintained at 76°F (25°C). The tank contained no base material such as gravel, no top artificial lighting, and relied for light entirely on the daylight passing through a window in the roof of the fish house. For the sole purpose of receiving the spawning, two Indian fern plants, weighty just above the roots, were dropped into the tank.

First Eggs

12th April. At evening time (this being the only period of the day I can give attention to my fishes), I removed the Indian fern plants and submitted them to a very close inspection and found six eggs. The eggs were all found in the same area; none at all was on the leaves of the plants, but all were on the roots, close to the plants' base. Again I must emphasise the need for a very close inspection, for although we now know where to look for the eggs, unless we know what we are looking for they can very easily be missed. The eggs are approximately 1.5 millimetres in diameter and are perfectly clear, giving the impression of miniature dew drops. On removal of the eggs from the plants they were placed in a clear plastic box (as used for carrying sandwiches) floating in the tank with water in it at a depth of half an inch. The plants were then returned to the tank. On gently fingering the eggs they were found to be quite firm. Added to the water in the plastic container were two drops of 1 per cent. methylene blue, this being to stop the eggs from developing fungus whilst awaiting hatching. It is essential to remove the eggs from the plants each day to the hatching receptacle. The Indian ferns are brittle and delicate to handle, so I replaced them with boiled nylon wool, the ends trailing on the bottom of the tank, and I awaited results.

13th April. Extremely close inspection of the nylon wool did not reveal any eggs and therefore I replaced the wool with the more successful plants.

14th April. Found four more eggs; I removed them from the plants and placed them in the plastic container along with previous six eggs.

15th April. Six more eggs were found and placed in the container.

16th April. Six more eggs were found. However, I was not satisfied with the number of eggs forthcoming and decided to attempt another experiment. The two plants had been quite close to the tank heater, so that when the heater was in operation the immediate area of water had a temperature in excess of that of the rest of the tank. Therefore I placed the two plants at the opposite corner of the tank to the heater, and again awaited results.

17th April. The repulsion of plants to a cooler position certainly showed results, for on inspection of plants 20 eggs were found and removed to the container. This made a total to date of 42 eggs.

18th to 20th April. On each of these days eggs (10, 8, 1, 30, 3, 7, 9, 6 and 2 respectively) were found and placed in the container.

27th April. Two small fry were observed swimming in the plastic container. I removed the parent fish to another tank, and removed fry from the container with a teaspoon and placed them into the tank where the eggs were first laid. Again, the fry are very difficult to see as they can easily hide in the small pieces of plant removed at the same time as the eggs. It may have been possible that fry have been hatching for a few days and going unnoticed have subsequently perished. On placing the fry into the tank, feeding was commenced with Infusoria. Total number of eggs in spawning amounted to 118.

28th April. Six fry hatched.

29th April. Four fry hatched.

30th April. One fry hatched.

1st May. Thirty fry. The fry were actually seen hatching whilst I was in the process of removing others, their lengths varying from 2 to 3 millimetres.

2nd May. Twenty-five fry hatched.

3rd May. No more fry have appeared, which means that about 50 per cent. of the eggs were accounted for. The only explanation I can think of is that I noticed, while the eggs were in the plastic box, very small maggot-like creatures passing through the water; these I thought could have been feasting on and destroying the eggs. To combat this, I would suggest using more plastic containers; by this I would hope to reduce the risk of anything other than fry into solutions in which the creatures are already existing.

Now feeding on brine shrimp, the young are quite healthy and active, their lengths being 5 to 6 millimetres.

The Moor

continued from facing page

make of that was a true statement. Since then I have been very wary in judging such fishes and so would recommend any exhibitor to make sure that his fish is well trained to move around and that the water in the tank is clear enough for the fish to be seen.

Having judged many classes of moors I can say quite definitely that the main fault is with the colour. Instead of the dull matt black many fish have too much bronze showing and so have to be marked down for points. I find that the fanail moor moves around much better than the veiltail moor when in a tank, and so in a mixed class, which is often found, it may be the fanail type that beats the veiltail. Provided that all points are equal I would award the higher marks to the veiltail moor, as I consider that this variety is harder to breed true than the fanail moor, but if the latter fish moves around well it can easily beat a good veiltail moor that remains still during the whole judging and fails to display its good points.

The food for these fish is similar to that of ordinary goldfish; a good mixed diet is the best, that is one with an occasional feed of live food, garden worms, white worms or Tubifex.
BREEDING FANCY GOLDFISH

Some Causes of Possible Failures

by A. BOARDER

ONE of the most disappointing phases of goldfish breeding is when the fish just refuse to spawn in the usual way. They may look in good health and everything may seem normal and yet nothing will induce them to make a start. What can one do to encourage them to spawn? Sometimes one thing will do and yet at other times the same treatment will not bring the desired result. One can say with a fair amount of confidence what the required conditions for a good spawning are but one thing - there seems to be some almost magic conditions which start them off.

One thing is certain, the fish cannot be expected to spawn unless they are in good condition. Unhealthy fish are likely to be a disappointment. Also the water should be in good heart. Plenty of oxygen must be available as nothing is more likely to put fish off spawning than impure water. It seems that if the sun shines on the pond in the early morning the fish are livened up and will spawn, and the weather does have some effect as well. A cold easterly wind will often prevent them from spawning and I have known a change of wind to stop the activities once spawning has actually commenced. The temperature of the water has some bearing on the problem, but it is not too important as I have had many spawnings at varying temperatures.

On the average one is in the lower eighties (°F).

One thing that is worth trying is to change a quantity of the pond water for fresh, as there is no doubt that the water in many ponds becomes very foul through the winter. The fresh well-oxygenated water will do wonders in encouraging the fish to start to spawn. Introduction of a fresh bunch of water plants for them to spawn on is also a good tip. Once the eggs are laid what are the causes of bad hatching? One can be that the eggs are too numerous on the bunch of weeds and the container is too small.

The eggs will then get insufficient oxygen and the embryos will die. If the water gets too hot the eggs may not hatch. If they get too cold this will only delay hatching, but it is better to try to maintain a temperature of somewhere about 70°F (21°C) in the colder the water the longer will it take for the eggs to hatch.

Another reason for bad hatching is that there may be pests present on the bunches of weed that can eat the eggs. These range from water snails to the larvae of various flies. No snails should be allowed in the breeding pond. Another hazard is when waternewts have been in the breeding pond and have laid eggs on the water weed. The tadpoles will hatch in the breeding tanks and as they grow they are capable of eating the young fry. The newly laid eggs are usually seen in the weed as they are larger than fish eggs and have a distinct yellow centre.

Once the fry have hatched it should be possible to rear many of them. In the first week they can exist on Infusoria and free-floating algae. If there are a large number of fry in a hatching tank it must be realised that what food there is there will soon be eaten up and so an almost unlimited supply should be available. The tubed liquid food now on the market for rearing fry is very good and I find that it encourages the formation of Infusoria in the water.

When the fry are about a fortnight old they will take fine dried food. My method of feeding is to make a mixture of Bemax, dried shrimp and dehydrated meat as used for cat food. This I put through a coffee grinder to bring it to a fine powder. I use twice as much Bemax as dried shrimp and a little less of the dehydrated meat. I sift this through a silk stocking stretched over the bottom of a tin. The coarse food is put into a jar for larger fry and the fine is used for the small ones. One must be careful not to overdo this feeding, for just because you can see the fish eating the food it does not mean that you can go on giving it ad lib. If any of this food remains uneaten for a couple of days it will pollute the water and the fry will soon be in trouble. A sure sign of this is when tiny white ruffs appear on the pectoral fins, or near the gills. This is a sure sign of foulness in the water and if something is not done immediately some losses can be expected. If I see any of these signs of this I add some salt to the tank. About a heaped teaspoonful to a gallon of water does not seem too strong and usually soon brings a cure.

When the fry are about a month to 6 weeks old they can be attacked by gill flukes. They can be very worrying, both for the fry and the pondkeeper. The signs are that the fins fold up, the fry go off their food, although they appear to be feeding sometimes because they mouth at the surface. Later stages of the trouble show fine blood streaks on the body and the fry become emaciated and eventually die. It is very difficult to see the flakes without a magnifying glass. If an attacked fish is examined with a glass the flakes can be seen as almost transparent worm-like creatures which can move about on a fish with the action of a looper caterpillar. I have always found that the Dettol bath will rid the fry of these pests. The treatment consists of immersing the fry in a solution of a quart-teaspoonful of Dettol to a gallon of water. The fry can be left there for 15 minutes. The temperature of the solution unattended as they can turn over and be in trouble. Larger flukes can have a stronger solution but must not stay in any longer. When returned to fresh water the fry soon recover. I have never known the Dettol treatment to fail.

One of the most important points to watch when rearing fry is that they have sufficient space in which to develop. I consider that space is almost as important as food. I have found a fish in a tank I thought to be empty and which had been there for months without any food whatsoever from me, yet which appeared to have grown larger than the fish of the same breed that I had fed every day. Also do not be afraid to change part of the water in the fry tanks fairly often. The old idea of keeping the same water year in year out is out of date and is more likely to cause trouble than to prevent it. Take notice how the fry react to fresh water. They feed much better and grow on well. Try to give plenty of live food and small garden worms can be shredded for fry even a few weeks old. Larger worms and Tubifex can also be used, but see that the Tubifex are cleaned before feeding them to fry.

Daphnia are an ideal food for young fish provided only that the small ones are given at first and larger ones as the youngsters grow on. If an almost unlimited supply of Daphnia can be obtained the rearing of your fry will be easy. Any surplus live food of this type lives on and does not pollute the water as would excess of dried food.
Further Observations on Tail Rot and its Treatment with Kanamycin

by DAVID A. CONROY

The author has recently described a series of studies from which he has been led to conclude that tail rot in fishes may be caused by *Aeromonas punctata*, or bacteria closely resembling it (Conroy, 1961a, b). In the present article the successful treatment of two cases of tail rot in fishes with kanamycin is reported, and a few notes are added on the condition itself.

Treatment of Two Fish
The first case is that of a goldfish kept as a “family pet”. This fish had been maintained for several months in a glass tank of ample proportions, being fed at regular intervals with Tubifex, raw chopped meat and a prepared fish food.

One day, whilst the water was being changed, the fish jumped out of its tank and landed in the sink. From here it was instantly recovered and returned to the tank apparently in good shape and unharmed. A macroscopical examination revealed no obvious external damage. By the end of 7 days, however, the presence of numerous red spots on the caudal fin came to be observed. The epidermis of this organ became whitened, and a marked ecchymosis was formed on the terminal surface. Figs. 1a and 1b. At this point the author was called upon to treat the condition, and in view of the relatively advanced state of the disease it was decided to inject the fish with kanamycin sulphate.

An aqueous solution of this antibiotic was used, the fish being given an injection via the intraperitoneal route, by the technique described by Conroy and Hughes (1960), at a dose of 30 micrograms/gram of body weight. Forty-eight hours later the fish had been returned to perfectly normal health, and no further symptoms were visible.

The second case concerns a goldfish of the veiltail variety, one of a number maintained in exhibition in a large public aquarium. When first seen this fish showed a number of red spots on the tail, the borders of which were coloured white. Fig. 2. None of the other fish in the same tank was affected.

This fish was treated in a manner similar to that described above, save that a dose of 20 micrograms/gram of body weight was used. The red spots and whitish border had completely disappeared by the end of 24 hours after the injection, and a careful examination of the tail revealed no permanent damage.

Discussion
From the results given above it is seen that the effect of kanamycin upon bacterial fish pathogens as described by Conroy (1961c, d) is corroborated in vivo against the causative organism of tail rot, as evidenced by its effective action in two distinct cases.

It is a source of regret, however, that in neither case was it possible to make any bacteriological studies to determine the precise cause of the disease or to verify previous findings on the same. The removal of sections of the tails in this instance would have reduced the intrinsic “decorative value” of the diseased individuals.

Notwithstanding the lack of bacteriological findings, it is possible to suggest a way in which the first of the two cases might have arisen. As was pointed out in the case history, the fish had jumped out of the tank into the sink some days previous to the appearance of the symptoms described. Whilst no gross injuries were produced externally, it is likely that minute lesions of the skin were caused which allowed the entry of bacteria present in the slime. The work of Evelyn and McDermott (1961) has shown that the slime of normal healthy fish contains varying numbers of fish pathogens (either obligate or facultative) in the slime, and among these are included types of *Aeromonas*. In a similar way, Eddy and Kincheloe (1959) and Eddy (1960)
have reported the isolation of strains of *Aeromonas* from meat and a mixture of fish food and goldfish faeces respectively. From this it is not too difficult to presuppose the occurrence of such organisms in the present case. Smeets (1958) points out that *Aeromonas* spp. have also been shown to occur in the intestinal tract of parasitic trematodes (e.g., Gyrodactylus sp.), which rasp the skin, permitting the entry of such pathogens. Jacobs (1935) stresses the importance of those organisms which he terms “low grade pathogens”, that is to say bacteria which do not cause serious epizootics but produce scattered cases when conditions permit. In a similar way the work of Reisner, Tyset and Valette (1960) has shown that such pathogens may occur at times as harmless saprophytes in the blood stream. It is therefore concluded that in the case mentioned above the fish caused minute lesions on the skin when it jumped into the sink, and that the pathogen entered the body through one such lesion producing the infection described. The author is of the opinion that tail rot corresponds to a mild infection by a strain of *Aeromonas punctata* or a similar organism, since all fish inoculated with such isolated organisms under experimental conditions die within 2, 3 or 4 days.

It is of interest to consider the symptoms produced in relation to the pathogenic action of the causal agent of an outbreak of tail rot described earlier (Conroy, 1963b). In this latter instance the injection of the bacterium into healthy goldfish produced typical symptoms of tail rot, and at the same time, eczemies of the mandibular region. The occurrence of such symptoms in the natural infection described herein therefore leads one to suspect that a similar agent was responsible, even though the supposition cannot be supported by bacteriological findings.

The veil tail goldfish was one of several maintained together in a large tank. It was the only one, however, in which such symptoms were displayed. From this one may assume that tail rot is not necessarily an infectious disease, at least where the fish are kept under ideal conditions of lighting, temperature, feeding etc.

The author wishes to acknowledge the continued interest in this work of Prof. Dr. Luis C. Verna, head of the Department. Likewise he expresses his gratitude to Sra. Haydée de Palma and Sr. Juan Renaldo, both of the “Gran Acuario Internacional”, Buenos Aires, for having provided the veiltail goldfish for study. Finally, he thanks his wife for the illustrations which figure in the text.

The author is anxious to correspond with readers who have had experience of tail rot, dropy, haemorrhagic septicaemia, red spot, red rot, desquamation etc. in their fishes. His address is:

Cátedra de Microbiología, Immunología y Serología,
Facultad de Farmacia y Bioquímica,
Universidad de Buenos Aires,
República Argentina.
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**Infusoria**

by **R. E. MACDONALD**

EVIN the most apparently clear pond water will probably contain millions of living animal and plant organisms. These forms of life are known as Protists, of which there are some 12,000 known species on our planet, and which are generally called wrongly by the name of Infusoria. Actually, Infusoria refers only to the many unicellular species called Ciliata, which are the most highly developed forms of cytoplasma.

Most Infusoria feed mainly on the bacteria produced by decaying vegetation. They develop so fast in infusions (i.e., vegetable cultures) that it becomes practicable to breed them as a food for newborn fishes. Breeding is achieved simply by placing a small amount of “green water” from a pond (if this is not available a piece of decaying lettuce will do) in a glass jar containing water. After some 48 hours a culture of Infusoria will have developed and may be fed to the fry with the aid of a dropper or dip-tube.

It is not uncommon to find the water in an aquarium cloudy because of the presence of unwanted Infusoria, caused to develop by over-feeding the fishes. This condition, sometimes known as “gray water”, may be cleared by the introduction of plenty of *Daphnia* (which are not Infusoria) to the water in the tank. Sometimes a light solution of potassium permanganate introduced after removing the fishes, helps to clear this trouble. By far the surest method of clearing gray water is simply to change the water in the tank and refrain from over-feeding in the future!
Rock Pool Exploration

by HENRY TEGNER

There is excitement in an expedition to the sea-shore just as there is in the observation of a shy, wild animal. Here, in the British Isles, we are fortunate in the wide variety of our coastline.

All along the fringe of our islands there is a vast abundance of sea life as well as a great variety of marine vegetation.

The botany of the ocean is as interesting, to those who wish to study it, as that of the land. The amateur marine biologist will find ample scope for hisquiring mind along the shore-line just as the amateur field naturalist does in the fields and woodlands of our countryside.

To explore the sea-shore it is not necessary to be a skin-diver in the style of Hans Hass with his paraphernalia of rubber suits, spears, under-water cameras, goggles and oxygen apparatus. In summer a bathing suit, or shorts and a shirt, a metal rake and a sack for your catch are all that is required for a good rock-pool hunt. A pair of light canvas shoes are almost a necessity at the best prospect of a successful maraud is nearly always in rocky terrain. In winter, rubber thigh-boots and a thick sweater are advisable.

Caldwell found rocks can sometimes let you down especially should you inadvertently step into a deep pool.

The exploration of the sea-shore, during the winter months, can be just as profitable as it is in summer and, sometimes, it can be even more so as the coast then is so often uninhabited by other human beings and so you will have the place all to yourself, and solitude is, frequently, an advantage when you are investigating Nature and its many wonders.

Some of the finest shores, for those who are interested in our coastal fauna, are the coasts of Cornwall, Devon, the Welsh tide-tuins and the extensive seashores of the south-west of Scotland, but there are other places as well, such as the shores of the north-east of Scotland, Northumberland, Yorkshire, and the Shetland Islands. In fact, there are several places along the British sea coast that cannot provide for the entire species, but those of us who love the sea and all its constantly changing moods. The sea is never still and the strip of land between the high and low-tide marks is a place of great interest in the abundance of its marine life.

You may want a basket of prawns or perhaps an edible crab or two, or you may wish to discover the many varieties of brilliant sea anemones in the glass-clear pools left by a receding tide; whatever your choice may be, they are all there to be found along the shores of Britain.

Most of my sea-shore hunting has been done along the north-east of Northumberland; it is a varied shore-line representative of many others in this country. The weather of this north-eastern county may not be as vinous as that of Cornwall, Devon or Argyle, but weather solitude troubles me now that I have learnt, through the use of proper clothing, to keep the wet and cold from penetrating to my body.

Rain and high winds, however, make shore-hunting difficult for they disturb the surface of the rock pools, which are some of the best places to search in, and so prevent one from being able to see into them. Even these disturbances, however, may be overcome by the use of a box with a glass bottom to it, as this smooths the water's surface to allow a view of what is below.

Before venturing on a marine expedition of this sort it is advisable to check your equipment; for nothing is more annoying than to arrive at one's destination, perhaps miles from anywhere, to find that you have left your rake or your sack. The rake is your essential weapon and upon it largely depends success or failure. My present rake is made of a j-inch soft iron but shaped exactly like an old-fashioned walking stick with an L-shaped handle, but I have, on occasion, used an ordinary ash-plant walking stick, with a crooked handle, with success, for all you really need is something with which to poke and scrape beneath the ledges of the rock pools and around the edges of seaweed so as to get any of the crustaceans, hiding there, on the move.

Some people use a form of spear, but personally I prefer to tackle my quarry with my bare hands; it is much more exciting and you can quickly learn how to pick up a crab or a lobster without getting stung! All the crab family are great fighters, battling constantly amongst themselves, and the commonest crab of all (Carcinus maenas) is called in French Le crabe mangé, which is an excellent description of this creature's temper.

I do not like the spears because it so frequently mutilates something you may not want to hurt. For some species, however, spears are necessary. I once spent a delightful holiday shore-hunting in the Béotian Islands, which are now very popular places for the holidaymaker to visit.

In Majorca, Minorca and Ibiza there is good hunting everywhere. Spearin occupying a weapon, shaped rather like the trident carried by Britains on the back of a common-piece, was fun, and the octopuses, cooked as the Majorca can prepare them, were delicious. I still have a lovely sponge I took whilst shore-hunting in the grand bay of Pollensa in the island of Majorca.

In this country we do not really make anything like as much as we could of the harvest of the shore-lines. The French and the Mediterranean peoples eat a far greater variety of sea food than we do and they prepare this most exquisitely—even sea urchins and certain anemones are regarded as luxuries abroad and taste delicious, but so do snails and frogs, although this may sound horrible to those who have not tried them.

The sea urchin (Echinus esculentus) is one of the most beautiful of all our coast-line creatures. Its colour seems to vary from a brilliant mauve to a deep purple and it can be as big as an orange. It needs careful handling as it is as prickly as a hedgehog. The Romans, when they occupied Britain, used these sea urchins for the dye they provided for their gorgeous purple ceremonial togas.

There is an immense variety of sea anemones and their collection can be a fascinating pursuit for those who have aquariums. Anemones have been called the flowers of the sea and it is a true description, for living anemones are like chrysanthemums with a wide selection of colours.

Continued on page 103
Readers are invited to express their views and opinions on subjects of interest to aquarists. The Editor reserves the right to shorten letters when considered necessary and is not responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents.

Nymph Goldfish

After reading Mr. A. Boarder's article (The Aquarist, April) under "The Goldfish and its Varieties: No. 3. Nymph Goldfish", I would like to comment on his "little fly", as he puts it. Referring to his mention of nympha being throw-outs from fantails, the point missed in my opinion is that an effort must be made to produce a pure nympha to the standard set. Otherwise we can say his or any strain of fantails are throw-outs from veiltails and so on. In most strains genes remain from using this fish for fin development or body shape and it is natural to revert back. If the standard was only for the scaled variety this would narrow it down. Many strains from Europe are true, being the scaled variety, and having bred them and found them true.

The nympha is a good swimming fish and when in motion sports a 4- to 6-inch spread of caudal fin. It is a handsome fish and deserves a place on the show bench. To those anxious to produce a pure variety, in my opinion accent should be on the strength and rigidity of the caudal fin, thus producing a fish that would have to be a product of selection.

H. G. Brown,
Barkingside, Billericay, Essex.

Fahrenheit and Centigrade

I fully concur with Mr. A. Boarder on his views (The Aquarist, April) on the centigrade scale. England has used Fahrenheit since the year dot, and to now try to replace it with centigrade is as repugnant as substituting a decimal coinage for the old pounds, shillings and pence. I submit that all foreigners arriving in England should carry on as before. They should learn the Fahrenheit scale with the same readiness with which they learn to speak English. I hope we shall see no more of the centigrade scale.

John Rounot,
El Salvador, C.A.

Society Journals

There are 48 members in this Society, of which 14 are members of the aquatic biology groups—keeping cold-water and tropical fishes, amphibians and reptiles and British marine creatures. The group produces two widely read publications—Darembo, the organ of the general natural history society, and Neos, which is entirely produced by the aquaria section. Of the former, over 80 copies have been issued of the initial number and owing to further requests from public libraries, schools and Universities, plus private individuals both here and abroad, another impression is in course of preparation. When Darembo II is published at the end of this year it is hoped there will be a sale of some 200 copies. Now, now in its third year, continues to be popular among aquarists and zoologists and the production rate remains steady at 45 copies, of which 33 are sold outside the Society.

H. J. Vosper,
Secretary, Lewisham Natural History Society,
London, S.E.27.

Plecostomus and Low Temperatures

I was interested in Mr. Rockall's letter (The Aquarist, June), about his Plecostomus and the effect of a low temperature. I have had, unfortunately, two similar experiences. The first started with an accidental switching off of a heater unit. The temperature went down to 55°F (12°C) in the night and in the morning the fishes in this community tank were lethargic and sluggish, as one might expect. Plecostomus was apparently dead, lying on his back. The temperature gradually rose and he lived up; he lived a few days and then died. Exactly the same pattern emerged with a similar accident some time later. The Plecostomus rallied, but the shock had apparently been too great and he died. It occurred to me that one of the lessons gained from these extravagant errors is that Plecostomus cannot stand low temperature or sudden changes of temperature. In this respect they are more delicate than, for example, the angelfish, nasons, swordtails and several others, all of whom survived. I wonder if Mr. Rockall's Plecostomus is dead yet?

J. E. Thomas,
Feltham, Middlesex.

Hawaiian Mouthbreeder

I would like to say that I agree with the account of the spawning of the Hawaiian mouthbreeder reported by T. Law in The Aquarist (April). My own pair spawned recently, the male digging a large pit in which the female laid her eggs. After fertilisation, the female picked up these eggs. The spawning was carried out in a 23 gallon tank. At the time, the tank also contained a variety of large cichlids and gouramis.

I removed the female, her mouth still holding the eggs, into another tank. The move did not seem to upset her in any way. After 14 days, 103 young fish appeared swimming by the side of the mother. At this time I started feeding with brine shrimps, prepared beforehand. After 4 days I removed the female, and started feeding with micro worms and small dried food for 2 weeks. Shortly
Tank Pollution by Tubifex

On Saturday, 22nd June, my wife bought Tubifex from a local tropical dealer, as she has done for me in the past, when I have been unable to get them myself (although I always grumble about handling them and placing them in the feeder!). I arrived late and did not see the fishes until Sunday morning, when to my shock and horror my beautiful tank (30 in. by 15 in. by 12 in.) was a mess. It was polluted and stank and all the fishes were at the top gasping for air. I quickly sorted the tank, Which is one-third and refilled. Thankfully, I saved most of the fishes but not without a casualty list of seven dead and three struggling.

Now I began to give my wife the Third Degree. Her story was that the Tubifex she bought was handed to her from under the dealer’s counter wrapped in newspaper. When she opened it, it was a soggy, slimy mass, but not knowing they were dead in that state as I would have, she dropped them in the feeder. I believe she was blameless, as she was ignorant of the state of these worms and, as she said, she had bought them from the shop not expecting them to sell the worms in that condition.

Now, Sirs, the dealer I say is 100 per cent to blame; he is responsible for the death of my fishes. The worms as we all know should be kept in fresh running water until sold, then fed to the fishes as soon as possible. I can guess at the idea of the dealer—Saturday, a lot of customers, so dozens of lots of Tubifex are wrapped up in the morning, still being sold in the late afternoon, as I mixed. By then they are dead and rotting; and some people are innocent of this fact, namely tropical fish enthusiast’s wives like mine. It is in the same way selling dog’s or cat’s food that is poisonous. Surely these pet and fish dealers must be checked from time to time to see that the pet food they sell is safe to buy.

I would like you to print this letter if possible so that other readers can be cautious that they do not suffer the same calamity as I from irresponsible dealers.

J. W. Wilson

Small Amount of Skiff

As an angler as well as an aquarist I have been known to over-examine the same subject. A suggestion is that I was very good at this until I read The Aquarist (June) and saw Mr. Porter’s letter. In his letter he referred to the “relatively small amount of skiff needed to breed them”, namely the fishes I had mentioned as being preferred as the guppies. The fish I named were P. kribensis, poké ciclid, silver shark, black sword, Eustomus paradoxa, pompadour, Notobranchius, phantom tetra, dwarf gourami and the like.

Of the ten fishes that I named, I am aware of the possible average water to breed five of these species: P. kribensis, black sword, phantom tetra, dwarf gourami and ramirezi. Now, taking the remainder. It takes an expert with plenty of time, money, equipment and knowledge to breed the pompadour. As for the poké ciclid, I haven’t heard of any one in England breeding them; the fish is applied to the silver shark. The Notobranchius: any fish that takes up to 75 days to hatch out needs a — of a lot of care!

That leaves us with Eustomus paradoxa. If Mr. Porter knows any one or two of these fish, he would learn that it is impossible to keep two of them in the same tank. It was tried here in Burnley with the result of the sudden death of the female. According to Mr. H. Ascroft this fish has never been bred in captivity. So if Mr. Porter knows any one who has bred these, he would let me know, and then I would sell the T.V. and send for a pair.

L. Lewis,
Secretary, Burnley Aquarist Society.

“Vivarium Life”

The review that I wrote of Mr. Alfred Leucka’s book Vivarium Life, which was published on page 62 of the June issue of The Aquarist, has been somewhatbridged and I feel is less favourable than I wrote it. I would like the final paragraph of my review as written—but which was not published—to be on record. After listing the contents I wrote:

“The above list shows that the contribution to the coldwater aquarium is considerable in itself and it must be emphasised that the subjects selected are, in the main, those which are seldom written about. The book is valuable for these sections alone.”

Robert Buxard,
Alyth, Perthshire.

A History of Fishes

We thought that your readers might be interested to know that the price of A History of Fishes by T. R. Norman has now been reduced to 12s. 6d. We hope you will agree that this well-known book, which is a comprehensive survey of fish life, represents outstanding value at this new price.

We are publishing a new edition of this book, completely re-written and greatly expanded, early in 1963. The price will be 45s.

Oliver P. Bevis

Rock Pool Exploration

continued from page 101

Starfish, too, are colourful and interesting in their habits and make delightful inhabitants for an aquarium. However, to those of us who are beginners in the exploration of the tidelands it is, perhaps, the winkles, mussels, crabs and the occasional lobster which are most attractive. Periwinkles (Littorina littorea) are very good to eat but they need to be soaked, overnight, in fresh water before they are boiled otherwise they can be very gritty. I like to kill a crab before I cook him and this is easily and quickly done by skewering him through the bottom of the back with an ordinary meat-shower. Beware of mussels, for they can carry disease. I avoid them now like the plague since I was subjected to a dish of musel marinées at Dunikirk; it took me several days to recover. Mussels, however, make good soup if you are a keen sea-angler. Perhaps next to the winkles, the limpet is one of the commonest forms of rock-life. Patella vulgata, to give him his scientific name, is a tough customer in more ways than one and yet the foreigner eats him and likes him; as bait the limpet is useful because his toughness enables him to be kept on a hook for a long time, although he may not be as feching to a fish, shall we say, as the softer-hearted mussel.

No mention has, as yet, been made about the seaweeds, sponges and corals, many species of which are to be found along our coasts; here again their variety is considerable and their colouring gorgeous. The study of such marine fauna can be a fascinating pursuit.

A day of pleasant weather, in summer or in winter, spent on the sea-coast amongst its rocks and pools, with rake and sack, can be an adventure one will often wish to repeat.
FOR ALL ENQUIRIES REGARDING THE ABOVE SHOW CONTACT:
Mr. G. Blessing, 21, Heath Close, Purwell, St. Albans, Herts.
T.F.H. BRINGS THE WORLD TO YOUR HOME

Our Managing Director is now in New York attending the American Pet Products Manufacturers Association Show, just to find the newest and best products to make your fishkeeping even better. Watch out in the months ahead for special announcements regarding these new products! Just to mention one—soon you will be seeing full colour fish postcards, seeing them and buying them! They are that good!

"THE TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST"

This isn't new—but it is the largest selling Tropical Fish magazine in the world. Let it bring the world to you! Regular articles from International reporters, Reports of modern adventures and expeditions—advice for beginners. Full colour illustrations every month and many other features. All for 2s. 6d. per month. Ask to see a copy at your local stockist or if unable to do so mail the coupon below:

TROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST
59 STATION ROAD, REDHILL, SURREY.

Enclosed please find cheque, money order, for:

☐ Sample copy 2s. 6d.
☐ 12 issues of Tropical Fish Hobbyist: 34s.

NAME: ________________________________
Block Letter Please:

ADDRESS: ____________________________

THE AQUARIST
GRO-WEL superior filters for best AQUARIUM CLARITY

OUTSIDE FILTERS
- *SLIM FILM* 4-compartment filter
- *SLIM KING* 4-compartment filter
- *CLEAR KING* 4-compartment filter

INTERNAL FILTERS
- Ornamental ROCK FILTER: Looks like a rock and is perfect for slim lines and keeps tanks sparkling clean. Price 24/6.

TRAPS
- 5-WAY CONVERTIBLE TANK TRAP. The most versatile trap available. Can be used for breeding fish, breeding eggs, or as a self-cleaning fish trap. Price 24/6.

Obtainable through your dealer or post free from THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD. CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY.

BEAUTIFUL MARINES NOW WITHIN REACH OF ALL AQUARISTS USING "MEERSALTZ"

A scientific preparation that has proved more successful than natural sea water in marine aquariums.

BRINGING "SEA-WATER" ON TAP

sufficient to make

10 GALLONS 17/6
5 GALLONS 9/6

Ask your dealer to supply

If in difficulty send cash equivalent to 2/3 or 2/9 postage.

SOUTH COAST AQUATIC NURSERIES LTD.
OLD BATH ROAD, COLNbrook, SLOUGH, BUCKS.

TRADESE PLEASE SEND FOR TERMS AND MARINE FISH LIST

August, 1962
FOR THE BEST FISH-FOOD
McLYNN’S
FISH-FOOD
THE FOOD
IN THE PLASTIC BOX
1/6, 2/6, 5/-, 6/6 & 17/6
THE DIET FISH PREFER
CONTAINS EVERY
ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT
WILL NOT FOUL THE WATER

From your Pet Shop
or direct from us—
McLYNN’S AQUATIC FOODS
DORKING, SURREY
Telephone: DORKING 2373

FOR THE BEST BOOK
"ALL ABOUT
TROPICAL FISH"
by D. MCNERNY
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
75/- Postage 2/3

FOR THE BEST FISH & PLANTS
McLYNN’S
AQUARIUM
CLUBS AND
VISITORS WELCOME
BUY DIRECT FROM
THE BREEDER
ALL STOCK FREE FROM DISEASE
SOLD UNDER A WEEK’S
GUARANTEE
S.A.E. FOR LIST WHOLESALE, OR
RETAIL.

Direct from:
McLYNN’S AQUARIUM
EWHURST, Nr. CRANLEIGH, SURREY
Telephone: EWHRUST 446

Author of Elastic Fishkeeping
M. AQUARIA
26 WESTBURY LANE, BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX
Telephone: BUCKHRST 4708

It is quite easy to get to Buckhurst Hill. By tube main on the Central Line thirty-five minutes from the West End, and we are three minutes from Buckhurst Hill station. Or by bus routes 20, 80, 167 to Buckhurst Park, five minutes walk from there. There is always someone in attendance at the Nursery so you can expect at any time including weekends.

Over 100 different species of fish for sale. Fifty varieties of plants available, collected from our hundreds of tanks for each order and sent direct to you, they cannot fail to grow.

"We sell, buy, or exchange fish of any kind. We also purchase second hand tanks or complete sets up.

WE NOW OFFER

Cape Fear Spentrodd... 4.5.9.10.
E. Rapids... 4.5.9.10.
Broadhead Ammonia... 10.
Dwarf Lily... 6.
Betta Splendens... 6.
Giant Goby... 6.

PLEASING NOTE
The books written by Thos. H. Marshall: "Breeding the Egrets," "Breeding the Livebearer," "Breeding the Tropicals," "Breeding the Cichlids," "Aquarium Management and Fish Farming," "Aquarium Plants and Health," are all available from here at 8/- per volume, post free, or a complete set for 42/- post paid.

WE GUARANTEE
1. That here you will see a bigger and better display of Kikia Fish than anywhere else in the British Isles, and we do not exclude the Zoo’s. The test is to ask anyone who has been here.
2. That our Fish food is the finest obtainable and that it contains a very high proportion of the best live and young foods for fish. Send away for this as we believe in perfect balance and insist that it is not adulterated in any way.
3. That our fish come in perfect condition and are never sold when not ready to return to the aquarium. All live fish are killed at our own Fish Food is the best. Any of the Cichlids are sold gradated. A generous sample will be sent post free for 2/-.

We are always prepared to give advice on all phases of fish keeping and typical breeding tanks set up for many different species of fish can be seen in our Nursery.

We are pleased to welcome Club visits, see previous advert. At the moment we have many breeding pairs of various fish to offer—several species of Large and Dwarf Cichlid, note for details.

Forty years experience at your service. We have been breeding fish since 1920.

THE AQUARIAN
AT LAST
A RUSTPROOF
AQUARIUM

Nylon coated frames with plastic covers—a complete unit for your seawater or freshwater aquarium. Standard Units in black or white, 18 x 10 x 12 or 24 x 12 x 15.

Ask your retailer for full details or write to LEE, REID & CO. (LONDON) LTD., 36, Wilkin Street Mews, N.W.5, for your nearest stockist. Don't delay. There is a great demand for this good looking modern finish.

Insist on the best—Lee Reid

THE AQUARIUM PEOPLE

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR...

BIOL — Plankton Culture

• Ideal for growing young fish.
• Conditioning food for adult fish.
• A Biological fish food.
• Replaces live food.
• Will not foult the tank.

Prepared from a pure culture of Plankton and other biological materials.

Your fishes will be mad about it!

Price 2/6 per vial.

... or post free from

THE LIQUIFRY COMPANY LTD. CHURCH STREET, DORKING, SURREY.

August, 1962
Top Quality Tropical and Coldwater Plants also Pond Plants

Valliseria torta, spiralis, Ludwigia main, Myriophyllum pruni, Densa, Crypta, Hygrophila, Parrots feather, Cardamire, Bacopa, Fringal 4/6 dozen.


Sagittaria. 6' Seedling Spatterdocks 5/6 dozen. orders taken now for 100, 500 and 1,000 lots (Special Trade Prices), also other species in stock. Echinodroma terriffa, marchii and radicans 5/6 each.

Selected Plant parcel. cold or tropical 15/- post and packing 1/6 extra. C.W.O.

CHAS HARRIS

3 Hilltop Road, West Hampstead, N.W.6

HYKRO PRODUCTS

Hykro, Famous Fish Foods and Aquatic Appliances.

Filters. Breeding Traps, Siphon Sets are available at all good Aquarists and Pet Shops. In case of difficulty drop us a line and we will put you in touch with the nearest Retailer.

We have for the trade only good stocks of Ludwigia Cabomba-Lysmachia, Hygrophila, Bacopa and Lace Leaf Plants.

JOE GRASSBY, F.R.H.S.
THE HYKRO DEPOT
MOBERLEY NEAR KNUTSFORD
CHESHIRE
Phone Moberley 2372

REPTILES — AMPHIBIANS

Imports from all Continents
Write for current price list

Solo agency for England:
G. A. IZZARD
13, Romney Close, Chessington, Surrey

DRS. W. DE ROVER
Sprieldweg, 2
Putten (Gld.), Holland

I've Got Millions!
WORMS! FOODS! COMPOSTS! RESULTS!

EUGLENA 2/6—With 8 page instruction booklet
MICRO-WORMS 2/6—Complete with feeding powder
MICRO FOOD 2/6—Specially developed for Micros
GRASSWORMS 2/6—Quickly & easily bred
GRASSWORM COMPOST 2/6—Fastest growth on record
WHITE WORMS 5/6—Medically proved to be the very best
WORM FOOD 3/6
WHITE WORM FOOD 3/6
WHITE WORM COMPOST 2/6

Ask your dealer, or free delivery from
E. ARNOLD, 80, HONEGA ROAD, LONDON, E.7.

THE AQUARIST

APOLOGY

We regret that the advertisement of SINGLETON BROS. (Electronics) LTD. which appeared in our July issue contained a spelling error due to a printer's mistake. The correct wording should have been:

IT'S 'ARISTAQUATIC'
TO "PRESET-matic"

and related to the new Preset Aquarium [Heater which has been recently marketed by Singleton Bros. for 24/6d.
W. HAROLD COTTON
F.R.M.S.
ICHTHYONOMIST
POST MORTEM EXAMINATION
of Tropical and Coldwater Fishes
specimens should be wrapped loosely and very wet in greenhouse paper, surrounded by a damp cloth and then re-wrapped in dry greenhouse paper and sent in a strong envelope.
A brief history and any relevant details should be given. The preservation price:
Examination fee: 5.
39, BROOK LANE, KINGS HEATH,
BIRMINGHAM 14
Phone: HICO83 4603

AQUARIUM PUTTY
Made specially for AQUARIUMS
★ WATERPROOF
★ A SMOOTH PUTTY
★ EASY TO USE
Makers of the famous Fillers & Stoppings.
If unobtainable write direct to manufacturers.
BRUMMER LTD. Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey

TROPICAL MARINE FISH
Fluorescent aquariums, butterfly fishes, several species of coral fishes, endless sea-horses and many other rare and beautiful sea creatures can now be yours. Bring a small part of a wonderful tropical paradise into your living-room now!

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
Trout of dwarf sea horses (Hippocampus maurus) 7s. 6d.
Pair of giant sea horses (H. Hippocampus) 4s. 6d.
Add 10s. to all fish orders to cover carriage, cost of packing and insurance.
Send name and address for complete price list and answers to queries.

STEPHEN A. FOLEY
21, CHURCH ROAD, KEARSLEY, BOLTON, LANC.

HAVE YOU READ
FISH FOODS AND FEEDING
by Francis N. Glaisher
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

THE AQUARIST
THE BUTTS, HALF ACRE,
BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX

80% more output
INTRODUCING the new 'Super' Hy-Flo
pumps, models junior, "A" and "B" finished gold or hand-painted are now fitted with nylon double acting pistons and cylinders with two outlets from each cylinder. SILENT and self-starting.

HY-FLO Junior £8 7s 6d

Prices unchanged are as follows:
HY-FLO 'SUPER' JUNIOR £8 7s 6d each
MODEL 'A' 'SUPER' £6 10s 0d each
MODEL 'B' 'SUPER' £6 5s 0d each
MODEL 'C' £12 10s 0d each

Without reservations in Radio and Television. Suitable for A.C. only. Guaranteed for one year from date of purchase.

MEDCALF BROTHERS LIMITED
CRANBORNE ROAD, POTTERS BAR, MIDDLESEX
Tel. Potters Bar 56925

August, 1962
TACHBROOK TROPICALS
244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone VICTORIA 5179

INTRODUCING pH TESTING KIT!!!
Its NAME "COLORIMETER p8"
For pH determinations in AQUARIUM WATER.
It has been extensively tested by English and Continental Breeders and Importers of Tropical Fish with great success.
With COLORIMETER p8 you have acquired a scientific tool with which to perform pH measurements with Electro-meric Standardized papers with accuracy from 3.8, 6.0, 6.3, 6.8, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0.
A NOVICE WITH NO EXPERIENCE OF CHEMISTRY CAN USE COLORIMETER p8
Write for PAMPHLET.
PRICE 37/6

DO YOU KNOW?
WE KEEP ALL THE LATEST EDITIONS OF AQUATIC BOOKS
Illustrated Dictionary of Tropical Fish (Frey).............. 65/-
Encyclopedia of Tropical Fish (Axlerod).............. 60/-
Exotic Aquarium Fishes (Innes).............. 84/-
Diseases of Fishes (Dulieu).............. 14-6
Tropical Fish as a Hobby (Axlerod).............. 29-6
How to Keep and Breed Tropical Fish (Dr Emmens).............. 32-6
A Manual of Aquarium Plants (Roe).............. 7-6
Guide to Tropical Fishkeeping (Brymer).............. 35-6
Saltwater Aquarium Fishes (Axlerod).............. 32-6
Tropical Aquarium Fishes (Gwynne Veysey).............. 9-6

Complete Guide to Tropical Fishes (Schneider & Whitney).............. 63-6
All About Tropical Fish (McInerny).............. 75-6
Starting Right with Tropical Fish (Gannon).............. 6-6
Starting Right with Goldfish (Gannon).............. 6-6
All About Aquaria (Schneider).............. 6-6
All About Breeding Tropical Fish (Schneider).............. 6-6
All About Guppies (Axlerod & Whitten).............. 6-6
Color Guide to Tropical Fish (Axlerod).............. 32-6
Tropical Fish (T.F.H. Pub.).............. 15-0
Electricity in the Home (Warburton).............. 7-6

WATER LIFE SERIES
Land and Water Tortoise.............. 2-6
Pond and Stream Life.............. 2-6
Aquatic Insects.............. 1-6
Garden Ponds.............. 1-6
Live Foods.............. 2-6
Hardy Reptiles.............. 1-6
Marsh Gardens.............. 1-6

T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (1/- EACH)
Plates and Moons, Beautiful Goldfish,
Saltwater Fish as Pets

Colourful Egglayers, Tropical Fish Guide,
Tropical Fish Primer for Beginners

T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (2/- EACH)

AFRICAN BARBS
Beginning the Aquarium
BREEDING EGGLAYERS
BREEDING LIVESTOCK
Cichlids
DANIOS
Decorate your Aquarium
DISCOIDS
Diseases of Tropical Fish

DAFCHLIDS
Fancy Guppies
Goldfish as Pets
Gouramis
Guppies as Pets
Panchax Group
Pencil Fish
Platies as Pets
Rasbora

Seahorses
Siamese Fighting Fish
Swordtails
Snakes as Pets
Salmanders & Newts
Tetra No. 1
Tetra No. 2
Tropical Fish as Pets
Turtles as Pets

POST!!!
ALL PARTS OF THE U.K.
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
WE OFFER YOU A POSTAL SERVICE SECOND TO NONE—PROMPT AND EFFICIENT—ALL ORDERS ARE ATTENDED TO ON THE SAME DAY AS RECEIVED. IMMEDIATE NOTIFICATION GIVEN IF ANY DELAY IN DELIVERY.
HIGOI JAPANESE GOLDEN CARP

FOR ORNAMENTAL GARDEN POOLS

These beautiful fishes grow to a length of over 24 ins.
and become extremely tame

JAPANESE BRILLIANT COLOURS  30' & 40' - each
EUROPEAN BRED HIGOI (usual gold & gold-bronze
colours) 5' & 7/6 each or 12 of the best coloured for 60' -
SMALL GOLDEN ORFE  2/6 each or 20' - dozen
GOLDEN RUDD  2/6 each or 20' - dozen
MINIMUM ORDER SENT BY RAIL for these offers £3

A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS

please note that this book will shortly be out of
print as stocks are getting very low and we
anticipate will be exhausted by October.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR SEPTEMBER
LINE-BRED SHIRLEY RED VEILTAIL GUPPIES

30/ - per pair  —   — 4 pairs for £5
RED TAILED BLACK SHARKS 7/6 each
MELANOTRANIA FLUVIATICILIS 7/6 each

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham
road, 1 mile from Birmingham, Midland "New" Bus No. 100 from Bull Ring, Birmingham, passes the door, signed at "The Crown," Monkspath.
HOURS OF BUSINESS—Weekdays 10 a.m. — 6 p.m., Sundays 10 a.m. — 12.30 p.m. (Monday Afternoons May-July Only)
CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY MONDAY
TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £5, insulated container and carriage 15'. Cold
water minimum order £2 plus 15' carriage. Plants by post (minimum order 10') please add 1/6 post and packing.